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n Gold prices fell today as investors booked profits after a more than 1.5 percent
rise in the previous session, opting for riskier assets like equities as the U.S.
Federal Reserve stood pat on interest rates.

n The U.S. central bank, however, strongly signalled it could still tighten monetary
policy by year-end as the labour market improved further. Spot gold was down
0.3 percent at $1,332.70 an ounce, while U.S. gold futures rose 0.4 percent
to $1,337.30 an ounce.

n People are expecting that the Fed is going to raise rates for sure in December.
So, they have started to take profits. The first phase of a gold run, which is
largely driven by the Fed's inaction to raise rates, is over. The market is now
looking three months ahead and taking positions accordingly.

.

n Still, spot gold may retest a key resistance at $1,338 per ounce, as suggested
by its wave pattern and Fibonacci projection analysis, according to Reuters
analyst Wang Tao.

.

n The rate environment looks less accommodative even it remains on a more
gradual slope, meaning that oversized rallies in the yellow metal may not have
much room to run. The ongoing strength in equities could also hurt gold's
prospects.

n Asian shares surged today, taking their cue from Wall Street, slugging the dollar
and lifting most commodity prices. Indications out of the Federal Reserve that
a 2016 rate increase is still very much a live possibility may restrict gains to
gold above $1,340,

n Initial support for the metal sits toward $1,330, while resistance toward $1,340
is keeping a lid on any moves higher. Holdings of SPDR Gold Trust, the world's
largest gold-backed exchange-traded fund, rose 0.60 percent to 944.39 tonnes
on Wednesday.

Gold prices moved lower then higher as the dollar

whipsawed, in the aftermath of the Fed announcement,

which left rates unchanged, as largely expected. The

statement said the case for a rate hike has

strengthened, with one hike seem by year end.  The

FOMC forecast revisions released in conjunction with

the FOMC statement revealed the expected small

downward tweaks in the official 2016 estimates for

GDP and PCE chain prices Gold sliced through former

resistance now support near the 10-day moving

average at 1,322.  Resistance is seen near the

September highs at 1,350.  Momentum is neutral as

the MACD (moving average convergence divergence)

index prints in the red with a flat trajectory which points

to consolidation. The RSI moved higher with price

action reflecting accelerating positive momentum,

which points to higher prices for the yellow metal.
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n Gold prices hit their highest level in 12 days after

the Fed held interest rates

n Spot gold prices hit a two-week high of $1,336.8

an ounce after the Fed said that it would keep

rates steady

n Higher interest rates will dampen gold prices as

the gold doesn't offer a yield

n A rise in interest rates will also boost the dollar,

making it more expensive for investors outside

the U.S

n Fed Chairwoman Janet Yellen stated that the fed

remains data dependent
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n Oil prices rose today, lifted by a weaker dollar and extending gains from the
previous session when a surprise third consecutive weekly U.S. crude inventory
draw tightened supply.

n U.S West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil futures CLc1 were trading at
$45.76 per barrel, up 42 cents, or 0.9 percent, from their previous close. The
contract gained as much as 3 percent the day before.

n The oil comeback continued yesterday, helped by a number of tailwinds that
included the U.S dollar which is being sold against everything, including oil as
well as a another huge fall in EIA crude inventories.

n The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) on Wednesday reported a
6.2 million-barrel drop in crude oil inventories last week to 504.6 million barrels.
Forecasters in a Reuters poll had expected a 3.4 million-barrel build.

n The Dollar stumbled to a near 4-week low against the yen today, after the U.S.
Federal Reserve kept monetary policy steady and projected a less aggressive
path for interest rates hikes in coming years.

n A weak greenback makes dollar-traded fuel imports cheaper for countries using
other currencies, potentially spurring demand. Additionally, Iraq's OPEC governor
Falah Alamri said on Thursday that oil market circumstances were now more
favorable for producers to reach a deal to support prices when they meet next
week in Algeria.

n Oil prices are expected to remain range-bound at relatively low levels with
global output near record highs and surpassing consumption, adding that
producer talks in Algeria next week were likely to change little. �Investors and
companies should prepare for an environment of rangebound oil prices,"
Goldman Sachs said in a note to investors published late in yesterday�s trading
session.

Crude oil prices soared recapturing resistance that

was former support near the 10-day moving average

at 44.97. This came following a report from the

Department of Energy that showed a larger than

expected draw in crude oil inventories that was

confirmed by an early report from the API. Resistance

is now seen near the September highs near 47.60.

Momentum is neutral with the MACD index printing in

the red with a flat trajectory which reflects consolidation.

The Department of Energy reported that U.S.

commercial crude oil inventories decreased by 6.2

million barrels from the previous week. Expectations

were for a 4-million-barrel increase in crude oil

inventories. U.S. crude oil inventories are at historically

high levels for this time of year. Gasoline inventories

decreased by 3.2 million barrels last week, but are still

at the upper limit of the average range.

n Oil extended gains after weekly government data

showed U.S inventories dropped to the lowest

since February

n Crude oil rose as much as 1.2 percent yesterday

after advancing 2.9 percent on Wednesday

n Inventories fell by 6.2 million barrels last week,

according to the EIA

n Oil has fluctuated on speculation the OPEC and

Russia will agree on ways to stabilize the market

when they meet Sept. 28

n The biggest gasoline pipeline in the U.S has

resumed normal operations
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n Silver gained topping at $19.80 yesterday, after the Federal Reserve announced
there would be no rate hike in September. The Federal Reserve, chaired by
Janet Yellen, said it is maintaining the current target rate for the federal funds
rate at 1/4 to 1/2 percent.

n In a news release the Fed said factors were pushing it to raise the rate, such
as solid job gains and increased household spending. However, inflation is
running below the committee's 2% percent longer-run objective and business
fixed investment remains soft.

n The Committee judges that the case for an increase in the federal funds rate
has strengthened but decided, for the time being, to wait for further evidence
of continued progress toward its objectives.

n The stance of monetary policy remains accommodative, thereby supporting
further improvement in labor market conditions and a return to 2 percent
inflation. Fed Chairwoman Janet Yellen has done her best to try and convince
investors that conditions will improve enough by December to support a rate
increase.

n Silver prices jumped late yesterday after the Federal Reserve said that it would
wait for more evidence of progress toward its goals before raising U.S. interest
rates.

n The central bank sent a mixed message to the markets and investors continue
to question if the Federal Open Market Committee will be able to move by
year-end.

n Precious metals tend to draw buying in a low interest-rate climate as rising
rates tend to make nonyielding gold less attractive to investors. Higher rates
may also boost the value of the dollar which usually moves in the opposite
direction of the precious metals.

The silver market initially fell slightly during the course

of the day on Wednesday, but found enough support

at the $19 level to turn things around and form a

positive candle. With this, I think that it�s only a matter

of time before we continue to go higher. On top of the

positive candle, we ended up closing towards the very

top of it so it seems like buyers are continuing to get

involved in this market. With that, I am a buyer on

pullbacks and show signs of support as I think we will

eventually reach towards the $20.50 handle. Towards

the end of August silver found support (18.37) at the

lower end of the long-term support zone around the

Jan 2015 peak. So far, so good as the metal continues

to hold above that level, already putting in a higher

low from there with last week�s low at 18.73.A move

below the August low at 18.37 would be a bit of cause

for concern for the longs.

n The U.S Fed didn�t make any sort of surprise

announcement yesterday

n About an hour after the Fed said it would leave

interest rates unchanged the precious metal prices

gained sharply

n The election in November will supply the markets

with additional uncertainty

n The election uncertainty should underpin prices

for gold and silver

n The sixth straight hold extends U.S central

bankers� run of getting cold feet amid risks from

abroad
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